
Mr. Penske also hopes to capitalize on the essential ingredients that once set Saturn apart 
from G.M.�s other divisions. 
 
The promise of Saturn, from its inception, was how it conducted business rather than the 
specific models it sold. Its dealers covered large geographic areas with minimal overlap. 
Customers received personal attention usually found only in luxury showrooms. A no-
haggle, one-price policy took the strain out of negotiating deals, and new buyers were 
treated like royalty. As a matter of policy, employees would drop what they were doing 
and cheer in the showroom when a customer received the keys to a new Saturn. 
 
That friendly vibe was Saturn�s hallmark. New buyers received photos of them picking 
up their cars (�Welcome to the family!� read the captions), and attended workshops on 
how to do everything from program the stereo to change a tire. In 1994 and 1999, 
thousands of owners traveled to the Saturn plant in Spring Hill, Tenn., for a 
�homecoming� party that celebrated the bond with their cars. 
 
Saturn�s owner-loyalty rate exceeded other G.M. divisions�. �I never thought of getting 
another type of car than a Saturn,� says Richard Ludwig of Des Plaines, Ill., whose 
family has owned a dozen Saturn models since 1993. His wife, Gloria, says the 
relationship with their dealer was so positive they never shopped elsewhere. 
�We just kept going back to Saturn,� she says. �We had a terrific saleslady. If you went 
in thinking you�re not going to walk out with a car, within a few hours you walk out with 
a car.� 
 
When G.M. announced it might sell Saturn to a foreign manufacturer, dealers worried 
that the brand would lose its unique connection with its devotees. �I didn�t want that to 
happen,� says Mary McHugh, an executive with a dealership group that once had four 
Saturn stores in the Chicago area. Two of the showrooms closed this year, but Ms. 
McHugh says the sale to Mr. Penske offers hope for the remaining outlets. 
 
�There�s trepidation on the one hand, but there�s excitement on the other,� she says. �It�s 
sort of a renaissance, going back to our original ideas. That�s the part that got watered 
down with G.M.� HOWEVER much it inspired brand loyalty with Saturn, G.M. still 
managed to seriously lose its way when it came to developing and constantly refreshing 
cars that carried the Saturn logo.  
 


